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FourUs® Seating Collection
With the increased adoption of the open concept
workspace comes the need to create spaces built
for seclusion, privacy, and focused work. The
FourUs® Seating Collection provides a comfortable
alcove that creates visual and audible separation
while contributing to an inviting aesthetic.
Available in a wide range of options and as a sofa
or booth, FourUs® is truly for any environment.

A Seating Sanctuary
An ingenious modular zoning concept, the FourUs®
Booth creates a room with opportunities. The
high-back booth provides privacy, forming a
retreat from public space. Cozy acoustics make
the ideal semi-private solution for focus, a coffee
break, informal meetings or even some moments
of solitude.

Right Size, Right Shape
From a simple settee to an all-encompassing
booth with table, FourUs® has options to create a
dwelling space in any environment. Choose from
multiple height, length, and overhead options, as
well as two base types. Contrasting upholstery
may also be specified to really bring these pieces
to life.

2-Seat Sofa
Cave Top

2-Seat Sofa
Ear Top

2-Seat Sofa
Extension Top

Ready to Pivot
Sometimes, it’s the thoughtful little details that
create an outstanding product. In the case of
the FourUs® Booth, the optional Pivot Table is
designed to move easily from one side to the
other, allowing users to take a seat without having
to uncomfortably slide into place.
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A Haven in the Making
Give people the opportunity to escape a bustling public space by incorporating the FourUs® Seating Collection.
A functional and beautiful alternative to a typical sofa, these models bring comfort to a new level by helping
users tune out the noise.
For all available options, please visit hightoweraccess.com.

MODELS:

2-Seat Sofa
Extension Top
4-Leg Base

2-Seat Sofa
Ears
4-Leg Base

3-Seat Sofa
Sled Base

3-Seat Sofa
Extension Top
Sled Base

2-Seat Sofa
Cave Top
4-Leg Base

3-Seat Sofa
Ears
Sled Base

Booth
Pivot Table
4-Leg Base

Booth
Sled Base

PLAYS WELL WITH:

Ziggy Table

Tombolo
Coffee Table

Four®Resting
Round Coffee Table

Kona Laptop Table

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.
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